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The Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 

UK Withdrawal from The European Union (Continuity) (Scotland) Bill 

Submission from Professor Campbell Gemmell, Canopus Scotland and Visiting 
Professor at Strathclyde Law School 

Part 1: Alignment with EU Law 

For the protection of the environment, human society in Scotland and in order to enable 
continuity and alignment with the rest of the EU in future, it is essential that Scotland 
maintains awareness, contact, active two-way engagement and considered strategic and 
management arrangements from December 2020.  Exit from the EU, as I have set out with 
colleagues in reports for Scottish Ministers and for the LINK group of environmental NGOs, 
puts the achievements of the last 40 years and the environment and people of Scotland as 
well as our status as an advanced and civilised country, as perceived and demonstrated 
internationally, at risk.  The EU environmental acquis is well developed, albeit of course 
capable of improvement and greater integration and simplification, but represents in its 
operational nexus the best known set of arrangements, policies and institutions to protect 
and improve the environment of Scotland. We may choose to do more, different and better 
and that should be done in the full knowledge of the efforts of, and through active 
partnership with, our colleagues across the EU. 

Part 2 Environment: Chapter 1 - Environmental principles 

The EU 4 environment principles must be incorporated in letter and spirit into Scottish 
arrangements post-Brexit and should work in tandem with the Right to a Health 
Environment, as outlined by the UN Special Rapporteur incorporating the 16 principles 
identified and the existing sustainable development goal framework.  The EU principles are 
also well understood and need to be enshrined and operationalised so as to anticipate, 
prevent and minimise environmental harms occurring and to manage any and all 
consequent risks such that impacts are targeted and minimised.  Those principles, 
commitments and arrangements already extant, including EU related and other, 
International Treaties etc, not least those espoused but honoured more in the breach than 
in the observance, such as from the Aarhus Convention, need also to be formalised and 
taken visibly and demonstrably seriously.   Access at reasonable ease and cost to 
information and environmental justice is an imperative in the suite of observed principles.  

Part 2 Environment: Chapter 2 - Environmental governance 

Recommendations for appropriate post-Brexit environmental governance have already 
been set out in the reports mentioned above and discussed with and by the Committee.  
Government’s response to these is not wholly clear and the proposals currently set out for 
Environmental Standards Scotland (ESS) go part of the way toward meeting part of the 
recommendations made.  In scope, in powers, in independence, and in resource the ESS 
envisaged falls short.  To be clear, the proposal for various powers to monitor and enforce 
environmental law are welcome.  There is serious merit in the information and compliance 
notices and use of improvement reports and plans etc identified. The direct involvement of 
the government of the day in recruitment, reporting and operation as well as setting budgets 
and priorities, however, is inappropriate and weakens the body and its likely value and 
impact.  The omission of climate change policy and targets etc is inexplicable and wrong.  
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Governance and institutional fit, culture and resources also matter in regard to public 
confidence in cases being taken and resolved with energy and pace as well as 
independence.  Resource also relates to process style and pace in order that justice is not 
denied through extended delays and the insensitive and expensive timetabling of 
management and resolution. The lack of a coherent commission model connected to a 
supreme and dedicated expert court, with costs and other arrangements to refer, winnow, 
triage and address issues pre escalation etc, also limits the ability to ensure appropriate 
resolution and power of remedy are applied.   

I would also observe that the JR model incorporated is not widely felt to be adequate in 
addressing issues of failure; as the traditional focus purely on process rather than 
substance means that time and expense is wasted in defending bureaucratic handling 
rather than addressing whether or not a case has merit and ought to be resolved.  

General 

What is proposed for the environment in the Bill is a start but falls well short of the model 
needed.   

 

 


